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1.

Business Scenario

You want distribute the costs per cost center to the employees of this cost center. The source system
can only provide the cost information for the entire cost center, hence a single record per cost center.
In this case, however, you want to analyze the data on employee level, having as many records in the
InfoCube as there are employees of the cost center. Therefore, you have to use the cost information
for the entire cost center and calculate the cost per employee during the update process to your
InfoCube. You also have to create a new record in the InfoCube for every employee of the cost center
(distribute the costs).

2.

Background Information

The InfoCube contains one record per employee of the cost center, with the distributed costs of the
cost center. In general, the data is aggregated while being updated to the InfoCube, e.g. from line item
level to lower granular (less detailed) level like customer, customer group, etc. After the
implementation of proceeding described in this paper, the data is disaggregated during the update to
the InfoCube, from a lower granularity (less detailed), the costs for the entire cost center, to a higher
granularity (more detailed), the cost per employee of the cost center.

Amount per
employee

Total amount
for cost center

Employee
number
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3.

Step-by-Step Procedure
Important
The underneath description is intended for the release SAP BW 3.x. If you want to use
the solution for release SAP NetWeaver 7.0, please refer to chapter 3.2.

3.1

Proceeding for SAP BW 3.x

...

3.1.1
1.

Create update routine with result table

Create an update rule for your InfoCube. Within the maintenance of the update rules doubleclick on the particular key figure which should capture the information, in this example the key
figure “Distributed amount”.
Mark the radio button “Return table”, since you want to return more than one record, and press
the push button “Create routine”. Enter a descriptive text for the routine.
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2. Enter the source code (see Appendix for source code example).
Please note that the field names of the sample coding probably differ from the fields in your own
InfoCubes and Communication Structures. To determine the fields of an InfoCube, display the
structure for the RESULT_TABLE per double-click. For the fields of the respective
communication structure, double-click on the structure for the COMM_STRUCTURE.

Note
To improve performance it might be feasible to read the employee information for all cost
centers of the data package in a start routine into an internal table. Subsequently, the
update routine could read directly from this internal table.

3. After checking and saving your routine, also create a routine for every other key figure. Even if
you only want to perform a 1:1 mapping of the key figure, you have to populate the
characteristic values for the “Employee”. When you create this routine for the particular key
figure that you want to distribute (in this example “Distributed amount”), the missing derivation of
the characteristic values for the “Employee” will lead to the creation of an additional record with
the original value.
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4. Activate your update rule
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3.1.2

Alternative options for the creation of multiple records

...

1. Create a start routine where you have access to all data records of a data package. Using this
technique, you can modify, delete or add records before the InfoCube update rules are
processed.

2. Copy the update rule for a key figure.
This method can create additional entries in the InfoCube depending on the derivation of the
characteristic values. Yet it is not feasible for the scenario used in this paper, since the number
of records to be created cannot be determined beforehand.
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3.1.3

Populate your InfoCube

...

1. Schedule an InfoPackage for the upload of the data from your source system into your
InfoCube. Trigger the InfoCube data load from the Persistent Staging Area (PSA), or update the
data from an ODS object to the InfoCube.
After a successful data load to the InfoCube, you can check whether the distribution of the cost
has been performed correctly.
a. First look at the data in form or the communication structure, e.g. within the PSA
maintenance (PSA Æ right mouse button Æ display data)

b. When you compare this data with data in the InfoCube (InfoCube Æ right mouse button
Æ Manage Æ Content tab strip), the costs should add up to the same total (except for
rounding differences), yet distributed to the different employees of the cost center.
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3.2

Proceeding for SAP NetWeaver 7.0

If you want to use the solution also for the release SAP NetWeaver 7.0, the feature of Return Tables is
not implemented in the Transformation infrastructure (replacement of Transfer / Update Rules).
In order to achieve the same result, you can either:
...

1. use the existing routines, namely Start / End or Expert Routine within the Transformation
infrastructure. A detailed description of the procedure for a End Routine is described in the
existing HowTo paper Howto Implement a Transformation End Routine. This can be found in
the SDN at SAP NetWeaver Capabilities Æ SAP How-to Guides Æ SAP NetWeaver 7.0 How-to
Guides Æ Business Information Management [https://www.sdn.sap.com/irj/sdn/howtoguides]
2. or keep your dataflow on 3.x, where you can use update and transfer rules.
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4.

Appendix

Appendix A – Source Coding
Sample source code for the update routine for the key figure “Distributed amount” (for “Amount” and
all other key figures refer to changes in the lines marked with Æ):

PROGRAM update_routine.
*$*$ begin of global - insert your declaration only below this line

*-*

* TABLES: ...

DATA:

l_t_employee TYPE TABLE OF /bi0/memployee,
l_s_employee LIKE /bi0/memployee.

*$*$ end of global - insert your declaration only before this line

*-*

FORM compute_key_figure
TABLES

monitor STRUCTURE rsmonitor "user defined monitoring
result_table STRUCTURE /bic/vak_co_cct

USING

comm_structure LIKE /bic/csak_cost_center
record_no LIKE sy-tabix
record_all LIKE sy-tabix
source_system LIKE rsupdsimulh-logsys
icube_values LIKE /bic/vak_co_cct

CHANGING returncode LIKE sy-subrc
abort LIKE sy-subrc. "set ABORT <> 0 to cancel update
*
*$*$ begin of routine - insert your code only below this line

*-*

* fill the internal table "MONITOR", to make monitor entries
DATA: l_amount LIKE result_table-amount.

* Get cost center employees
SELECT

* INTO TABLE l_t_employee
FROM

/bi0/memployee

WHERE

co_mst_ar

= comm_structure-co_area

AND

mast_cctr

= comm_structure-costcenter

AND

datefrom

< sy-datum
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AND

dateto

> sy-datum

AND

objvers

= 'A'.

* Distribute over all employees of cost center
l_amount = comm_structure-amount / sy-dbcnt.

"Æ Delete

LOOP AT l_t_employee
INTO l_s_employee.
MOVE-CORRESPONDING icube_values TO result_table.
result_table-employee

= l_s_employee-employee.

result_table-/bic/ak_amnt = l_amount.
*

RESULT_TABLE-amount
result_table-currency

"Æ Delete

= COMM_STRUCTURE-amount. "Æ Insert & un-comment
= comm_structure-currency.

APPEND result_table.
ENDLOOP.

* if the returncode is not equal zero, the result will not be updated
returncode = 0.
* if abort is not equal zero, the update process will be canceled
abort = 0.

*$*$ end of routine - insert your code only before this line

*-*

*
ENDFORM.
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